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Would you look at a map, yea you see the coast line, now, do you see where 
Shasta, Siskiyou, and Lassen Counties are. Would one of you genius's please 
show me a Coast Line in Shasta, Siskiyou or Lassen Counties. 
  
Good, I didn't think so. 
  
So why in the world would you group these counties with Coastal Counties 
when we have no Coast Line. 
  
Just one reason to leave things alone. 
  
Or maybe you think that by grouping Shasta, Siskiyou and Lassen Counties 
( very heavily populated by Conservative Minded folk ) with Coastal Counties 
Humboldt, Del Norte and Mendocino (Heavily populated with Liberal Minded 
People) will help to scew the demograhics in favor of the Liberal Minded 
Democrats.   
  
Its time to stop the BS and get to work to figure out how to create some 
common ground to work from. 
  
You want to Increase Taxes and Decrease Income, where is the common 
sense there, You decrease Pay so you have to increase taxes to make up the 
difference,  Oh yea that is genius. 
  
You want to Decrease Retirement, and Do away with Social Security, not to 
mention increase the Taxes on individual retirement programs, IRA's etc.  and 
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Tax a persons SAVINGS for retirement..  What the Hell are you people 
thinking. 
  
I suppose next week you will want every working member of the American 
Middle Class to write two checks, One to the IRS for 50%  of thier income and 
a second Check to the Franchise Tax board for the remaining 50%.  There 
you go a balanced budget, with a built in surplus,(that even OBAMA and 
MOONBEAM Brown could squander), you effectively create a Socialist 
Country where ONLY the UPPER CLASS has any take home pay, and the 
Middle and Lower Classes live on the Dole.  Boy now that is progress, or is 
it. Thats the way it was in the Dark Ages. ONLY the UPPER Class had 
Income.  And the rest lived outside the Castle walls surviving on the Beg 
Borrow and Steal System.  
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